


Renowned for intricate & stunning patterns of Persian opulence, crafted with the finest
materials and with over two decades of experience, City Carpet provides homeowners &
businesses with a chic and ageless piece of floor art, in a wide range of contours &
dimensions that will add untold character to their living & work space at a graciously
modest rate.

We are honored as being the pioneers of Persian rug suppliers in Oman today. We source
direct from talented artisans & traditional rug manufacturers across the globe, ensuring
that our entire collection is not only vast, but exclusive. We highly recommend you to visit
our exclusive store for a guaranteed magical experience.
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City Carpet established itself in 1998 in the
Sultanate of Oman as a pioneer in the
Persian 'Art on floor' industry with its unique
and exclusive collection of authentic Iranian
handcrafted carpets and antique oriental
rugs. 

Mr. Abdul Karim Ismail Mostofi, Founder and
Chairman of City Carpet played a major role
in the Persian rug industry since 1980 with
presence in USA, Germany, United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait & Oman, supplying to The
Royal Court Estate – The Palace, various
Ministries, Mosques, businesses and local
households.
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You do not just buy a Persian rug, you must
comprehend the effort in the making &
appreciate the artistry, and fall in love with it.
A widespread misconception is that items
such as rugs are just simple home décor.
Buying antique products such as a Persian
rugs is considered to be a long-term
investment. They become priceless with age.
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Authentic Iranian rugs has its origins stapled to ancient Persia. These elegant
treasures of history are considered to be an important and prominent part of Iranian

culture. In ancient times, the Iranians were amongst the founding pioneers of
handcrafted carpets. With their variations in weaving and intricate techniques,

Persian rugs are an absolute must have when it comes to flaunt one’s richness in
taste and elegance.



Made from premium materials by skilled artisans, our entire collection is as rich in history as it is in grandeur
and magnificence. Our handcrafted pieces provide a flooring option that is more than just a piece of carpet: it

is a literal work of Art.

Hand Crafted Machine Made
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Contemporary



Authenticity Guaranteed

Professional Approach

Personalized Attention

Doorstep Delivery
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Azaiba City Plaza, 18 November Street, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman.
© CITY CARPET LLC. All Rights Reserved. The information on this brochure is presented as general information and no representation or warranty is expressly or impliedly given as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. It does not constitute part of a legal offer or contract.

+968 96024428 @citycarpetomaninfo@citycarpetoman.com www.citycarpetoman.com


